Style
guide

Introduction
This document describes the proper use of the Yukon NDP’s visual and typographical elements.
It’s important to create guidelines like this document since a consistent “look” ensures that the
campaign’s focus is on what it’s saying to Yukoners – not necessarily how.
The Yukon NDP’s visual design guide was created by caucus communications coordinator Mike
Fancie as the evolution of caucus branding developed between 2014 and 2016. Mike can be
reached at mfancie@gmail.com or 867-689-4866 with any questions regarding the application of
this document.
The Yukon NDP, under the leadership of Liz Hanson, is seeking election to government at a moment
in time when Yukoners are showing their frustration with a tired and exclusionary conservative
government – and the Yukon Liberal Party is only offering an open mind instead of solutions to
Yukon’s pressing problems.
While design can’t win an election on its own, when these principles are assembled into products
that transmit the Yukon NDP’s message of change, they present a positive, modern, solutions-based
look at Yukon’s future.
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Colours
Yukon NDP Orange is the most important, and recognizable, aspect of our visual identity.
It is supported by a similar yellow and a grey that can anchor design elements. Yukon NDP
Green is a strong accent that pays tribute to the party’s environmentalism.

Yukon NDP Orange (0, 60, 100, 0)
Yukon NDP Yellow (0, 30, 100, 0)
Light Grey (0, 0, 0, 35)
Yukon NDP Green (75, 15, 100, 0)

Typography
The Yukon NDP uses two sets of typefaces to support the ideas it represents: positive, modern, solutionsbased progressive politics.

Candidate wordmarks
Our wordmarks are designed to emphasize a personal connection by scaling candidates’ first names
from 125% to 150% of their last name.
When aligned along a centre axis with the party logo and “elect /élisez”, they should be replicated as
closely as possible to the candidate’s lawn sign (right).

CANDIDATES’ NAMES: AVENIR NEXT CONDENSED BOLD
Candidates’ ridings: Raleway Medium
Text copy
Headlines: Gotham Bold (kerned to -50 in Yukon NDP Orange)
Paragraph text: Avenir Next (kerned to -50 in solid black)

ELECT | ÉLISEZ

ROD

SNOW
Riverdale North

The Yukon NDP logo
• The logo will only appear in Yukon NDP Orange, solid white or solid black.
• All effort must be taken to ensure that backgrounds for the logo are simple and allow for the logo to project its presence.
• The inside of the “D” in NDP represents the minimum buffer space between the logo and any other design elements.

Buffer space

Image overlays and the placemat
• The Yukon NDP uses a ‘placemat’ to create depth in our printed material.
• The placemat, angled at 160 degrees, forms a linear gradient that transitions from Yukon
NDP Orange to Yukon NDP Yellow and back.
• As an image overlay, it creates space for text and the Yukon NDP logo without limiting the
effectiveness of either element.

Photography
• A focus on high-quality images allows people to make a connection with our candidates.
• Rather than overlaying text directly onto images, consider using the placemat in accord with logo
and typography guidelines.
• Creative Commons-sourced Yukon stock photos can be obtained from the campaign on request.

Together, let’s
make Yukon better.

LIZ

HANSON
Whitehorse Centre

Online design resources
This style guide is available online at www.yukonndp.ca/style_guide.
Yukon NDP Leader Liz Hanson’s official photos
www.yukonndp.ca/official_photos

Download the Raleway font
www.yukonndp.ca/raleway

Download the Avenir font
www.yukonndp.ca/avenir

Download the Gotham font family
www.yukonndp.ca/gotham
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